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My London Trip 

Introduction 

I was in London meeting clients Feb 21-26. Here are the general views I expressed to them as 
well as general observations of what they thought.  

My Views--I am sending my presentation on a separate email if you are 
interested 

1. Global slowdown is still the macro theme for my strategies even with the market 
rebound 

a. Governments are at or near the stimulus decision part of the economic/stimulus 
cycle--the fourth time they have been at this point since 2008 

b. However, I am looking for strategies where “this time it could be different” 
 

2. Why this time it could be different 
a. Countries may not follow the same game plan since stimulus has not worked and 

risks are growing  
i. Growth is still slowing every time governments remove stimulus, e.g. the 

Stimulus drove growth higher in 2017, and the removal of stimulus led to 
the slowdown in 2018/19 

ii. Three rounds of credit/fiscal stimulus have created debt bubbles 
iii. Kicking the can down the road for the last 10 years has made the can even 

bigger 
iv. Domestic pressure are growing given the lack of sustainable growth 

b. Political issues could change the timing of stimulus 
i. China/US trade agreement 

ii. Brexit uncertainty 
iii. EU elections and Draghi replacement 
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3. Accordingly, I have relatively few trades recommendation versus my history and 
waiting for valuations to more fully reflect that “this time it is the same” as the 
previous 3 times, then identify where “this time it is different” 

a. What I am recommending now 
i. Receiving on rates in EMU 

ii. Selling Euro vs USD 
iii. Shorting RMB vs USD 

b. I am close to recommending long receivers in the US, and shorting USD 
c. I am waiting for equity market run up before pitching a short, sill think more 

room to rally 
 

One final thought: if Trump can walk out of a North Korea summit, do you think he would 
walk away from an agreement with China? Clearly the market does not think so, but…. 

General Views And Observations From Meetings 

The general view was that global slowdown was still a major theme for macro trades. Further, 
that slowdown will continue until stimulus is put into place. However, the sell-off in December 
was difficult to explain even with the global slowdown story and the potential for stimulus 
because it happened too quickly. Having said that some pointed to the surprise German PMI as 
starting the stimulus cycle given the more dovish FED, and the recent China loan growth in 
January. So, not so surprised at the rebound in asset markets without a rebound in growth. 
General agreement that China/US trade war negotiations could have a substantial near-term 
impact on markets. The consensus is that China/US will come to an agreement and that it would 
be a net positive for risk-on trades. However, they do not see much fundamental change rather a 
kick the can down the road agreement.  China is unlikely to agree to any substantive change, and 
more importantly, Trump wants to declare victory even if it means no real change. Surprisingly, I 
did hear many concerns about the outcome of Brexit. The discussion about stimulus pretty much 
centered on central bank policies: 

• ECB 
o They are likely to extend LTRO given the maturities in 2020 and concerns about 

Italy 
§ Political pressure and recession in Italy 
§ Concerns about the impact of the EU forcing more “realistic” NPL marks 

for periphery bank loan portfolios 
§ Potentially, the ECB could start placing caps or higher risk weights on 

bank holdings of sovereign bonds.  
o Mixed opinions about if they will start up QE again 

• FED 
o General belief is that the FED is more dovish than is priced in the market given 

their comments on ending QE runoff 
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o View that FED will not reveal its true colors until the China/US trade negotiations 
end and Brexit gets resolved 

o Some questions about what happens if they change inflation target to average 
inflation 

• BOJ 
o Some discussion that they will end QE given that they have given up on achieving 

the 2% inflation target 
 

Trading Strategies 
• Overall positions were light on risk given the general view on global slowdown. 

However, some are playing the tactical cycle rebound—mostly in equities (China and 
US) 

• Almost all are short Europe either in Euro or rates—euro mostly against the USD, some 
against Swiss 

• Some are positioned or will position in longs for gold as the alternative to USD, with 
negative real rates and central bank buying 

• Clients were waiting to short dollar and short duration in US but not yet. However, some 
view this as a hedge rather than a position in a general risk-off environment 

• Generally, a benign view of EM. However, some opportunities in EM debt in 
countries/sectors that compensating them for global slowdown risk 
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